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Abstract  
           a-AS2Te3 was made of high purity elements that were productive. Thin film at a 
thickness (400 nm) was prepared using thermal evaporation techniques on cleaned glass 
substrates under very low vacuum (2×10-5mbar) with precipitation rate (0.33nm/s). The X-
ray diffractometer showed that the pure film structure was amorphous, and the doping 
sample structure as polycrystalline. The result of optical properties has shown that pure and 
doping films have allowed a direct optical energy gap, and the energy gap for the pure film 
is (1.25eV) and decreases whenever we add impurities. 

Keywords: a-AS2Te3 thin film; optical properties; amorphous chalcogenides  

1-Introduction 

            Chalcogenides are materials that mostly contain one of the chalcogen elements (e.g. S, Se 
or Te) and one or more metallic ions from group IVA and VA. Chalcogenides are covalently 
bound materials and can be amorphous or crystalline with usually 1-3 eV band gaps. Chalcogenide 
glasses or crystals are somewhat distinct from conventional glasses, silica or silicates with a much 
wider range of approximately 8 eV band gaps [1]. 

Chalcogenide based on tellurium is thought to be suitable for use in IR photonics and 
optoelectronics [2, 8] also for the development of the three-dimensional architecture of integrated 
optical elements of future quantum computers [8, 10]. The effect of adjusting the threshold for the 
telluride glass Pearson and Northover was first observed in the 1960 s [11, 12]. 

The a-Se, a-As2Se3 and a-As2Te3 Chalcogenide glass Its technological applications were of great 
interest Which include photovoltaic cells, grinders, optical recording, Fibers optics, xerography, 
memory and switching Apparatus [13, 18]. a-AS2Te3  intergroup compound (VI) to (V) element 
has a very high conductivity and simple band structure[19].  

Many researchers studied a- AS2Te3 film and bulk structural and optical properties; p.hawlova et al 
[20] The structure and optical properties of a-AS2Te3 were studied using a pulsed laser deposition 
technique and demonstrated that the XRD for a-AS2Te3 thin film is amorphous and found that the 
energy gap is (0.9ev); scheidmatel et al  [21,22] The pressure-induced structural phase transition 
from a-As2Te3 (monoclinic) to B-As2Te3 (rhombohedral) near 7Gpa was revealed, resulting in a 
dramatic increase in thermoelectric power; Studies of the mechanical reaction, dynamic/thermal 
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stability, electronic/optical properties and monoclinic photocatalytic characteristics for a-As2Te3 
;leoid mochalov et al  [23] Studied AS2Te3 thin-film structure and optical properties prepared by 
PECVD using various chemical and phase composition; Abear M.M.Ali et al [24] The structure 
and optoelectronic properties of a-As2Te3 thin film prepared by thermal vacuum evaporation at 
different thicknesses (200,250,300,350)nm were studied; the structural properties were amorphous 
for all thicknesses and the energy gap was indirectly allowed  to transition its value to the thickness 
(0,8,0,77,0,72,0,66)eV[24]. 

The aim of this systematic work is to research the structure and optical properties of thin-film a-
As2Te3 prepared by thermal vacuum evaporation at a dopping thickness (400 nm) by Ag. 

2-Experimental and details  

a-As2Te3 thin film was prepared at thickness (400)nm on cleaned glass substrates using thermal 
vacuum evaporation technique (using Edward modal (E306)) coating unit under deflated (2.5×10-

5) mbar. 

Ag Impurities a-As2Te3 thin film with specific impurity ratios (2,3and4) % are prepared by thermal 
diffusion, if thin films of a-As2Te3 are put on top of the basin in which the material Ag is contained 
and which achieves one of the following weight ratios (2, 3, and 4) % when sedimentation is done 
after heating the substrate to a temperature (200C˚) and then after evaporation. 

Structural measurement using a model of x-ray diffractometer (Shimadzu lab XRD6000) the 
device specifications copper kα wavelength radiation (λ= 1.5406A˚) with voltages (40k volts) to 
find the structural thin film. 

The optical absorption (A) and transmittances (T) of the thin film layer is measured at a standard 
incidence at room temperature using a double UV-vis scanning spectrophotometer (Biotech UV-
vis 1800 spectrophotometer) at the wavelength range of (300-1100 nm). 

The absorption coefficient (α) is defined as the ratio of attenuation in the intensity of incident 
radiation per unit area toward the wave propagation within the medium. It depends on the energy 
of the incident photon and the properties of the semiconductor including the energy gap, optical 
transmission, and the type of optical transition [25] 

The following equation below refers to the coefficient of absorption [25]: 

                             α =2.303 
     �

   �
           (1) 

Where: A: optical absorbance, t: film thickness  

The absorption equation in semiconductors that give a direct energy gap (Eg) is given by the 
following relationship [25] :  

                          αhv=B(hv-Eg)r          (2) 

B: is a constant , Depending on the form of transition , the exponent r has several values 
(2,3,3/2,1/2) corresponding to allowed direct , forbidden indirect transition ,allowed in direct , 
forbidden direct and allowed direct ,respectively and hv is photon energy incident , which 
calculated from this formula :  
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                               hv (eV) =
����   

�(	
)
           (3) 

3-Result and discussion 

3-1 Structure properties   

Figure (1) shows the result of the measurement of x-ray diffraction (XRD)  for (a-As2Te3) thin 
film, that appears the narrow of the x-ray as it shows in figure(1-a) the pure thin film in (RT)  was 
(amorphous)  structure and the result is similar to the researcher [24]  and after silver doping, 
with(2,3 and 4) % the crystal structure turned into polycrystalline Where the figures(1-b,c,d)are 
shown appears of four peaks (40,1), (112), (311), (403) it represents the phase of the monoclinic 
system for the (a-As2Te3) films when compared with American standards testing materials 
(ASTM)(00-015-0407) and we note to the appears of the fifth peak for all doping ratios represent 
this peak The silver cubic phase when compared with the (ASTM) (00-003-0931), which are 
shown in figure (1) the distress changes from one percent to another but it decreases that on the 
(ASTM) And the reason for it is the entry of the (Ag) atoms in the crystal structure of the (a-
As2Te3)film. 

It has been calculating grain size (D) for pure and doping thin film by using Scherer’s formula [] 

                           D=
��

�����        
             (4) 

Were D: grain size    , k: is some constant 0.9 for a-AS2Te3  

Β: the angular line width of half maximum intensity, θ: is the Bragg's diffraction angle  

we note from the table (1) that doping leads to increasing the width of the band in the middle of the 
intensity (FWHM) and therefore decreasing in the grain size the reason for this decrease is the 
amount of difference in the ionic diameter size for the tellurium ionic (Te-2) whose amount is 
(2.07A) while the ionic diameter for the (Ag+2) is (1.09A) so it's allowing the (Ag) atoms to 
occupy the interstitial cations in crystal structure for the tellurium which works in turn on the 
decreases the interstitial crystal cations, therefore, decreases the grain size and also the changes in 
the peaks sites. 

Table (1) the structural parameters for a-AS2Te3 film pure with different doping ratios 

Ratio 2θ(deg) (hkl) d(A˳) FWHM 
(deg) 

FWHM(β) 
(RAD) 

D(nm) 

ASTM 27.4202 (401) 3.2500    

29.7559 (112) 3.000    

31.137 (311) 2.8700    

38.8522 (403) 2.3160    

44.1409 (200) 2.0500    

Ag2% 26.6881 (401) 3.3375 0.2800 
0.004884 39.8268 
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3-2 optical properties  

In order to figure out the optical properties of thin-film and whether it can be used in research 
applications, you will analyze these features, such as the absorbance spectrum, which relies on film 
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Figure (1) x-ray diffration pattern of a-As2Te3 with different ratio doping by Ag

(401)

(112)
(311)

(403) (200)

28.8449 (112) 3.0922 0.4134 
0.007212 68.2870 

30.8273 (311) 2.898 0.3700 
0.006454 22.4399 

38.7078 (403) 2.3243 0.4060 
0.007082 22.3540 

44.1828 (200) 2.0482 0.5967 
0.010409 13.3825 

Ag3% 26.6115 (401) 3.3469 0.2467 
0.004304 38.4069 

28.8948 (112) 3.0874 0.2900 
0.005059 62.9518 

30.8423 (311) 2.8968 0.2266 
0.003953 22.38966 

38.7198 (403) 2.3267 0.2266 
0.003953 22.4286 

44.1512 (200) 2.0496 0.3466 
0.006046 

13.3630 
 

Ag4% 26.5649 (401) 3.3527 0.3667 
0.006397 37.6178 

28.8529 (112) 3.0918 0.3360 
0.005861 67.3687 

30.7457 (311) 2.9057 0.4467 
0.007792 22.7400 

38.7098 (403) 2.3242 0.4100 
0.007152 22.3663 

44.0863 (200) 2.0524 0.4700 
0.008199 13.3334 
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materials, the crystal structure, in addition to the energy photon events on the glass, which this 
spectrum considers to be a distinctive characteristic of the materials. [26] 

The film absorbance spectrum with a wavelength range between (300-1100) nm was studied. The 
results showed a large decreases in absorbance with an increasing in doping ratio for (Ag) as 
shown in Figure (2) because (Ag) has greater transparency of arsenic telluride so that it forms a 
dark layer on the film surface and the doping process, produces more levels below the conduction 
band so it decreases the possibility of photon absorbs and whose increase the process of electronic 
transmission from valance band into energy gap during the conduction band. 

It notices that the absorption is less if the film impurity as it reaches the absorbance (3.4) and 
decreases the more it increases the wavelength while on the doping film it reaches (2.6) where it 
increases when the wavelength is greater to reach the highest peak when the wavelength between 
(450-750) nm is between the visible spectrum so this thing referred to the possibility of using the 
films in Photoelectric cells. 

 

Figure (3) shows the film's transmittance spectrum as the function of the wavelength that produces 
from deposition. We note from the transmittance for all films there are few in the visible spectrum 
area and the reason for it is the increasing the absorbance of the light and this property suitable in 
photoelectric cells Application. 
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   Figure (2) absorbance spectrum for (a-As2Te3) thin film at doping by Ag 
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We conclude from the transmittance spectrum that the pure film has high transmittance in the near-
infrared (IR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Figure (4) absorption coefficient (α) of films. Note from the figure that the optical absorption 
coefficient (α) begins to change as a function of the photon energy (hv) . 

It is noted that the absorption coefficient is higher than α≥104cm-1, and this refers that these films 
may have allowed direct transition. 

The absorption coefficient(α) increases with the increase in photon energy (hv) within the energy 
band (1.2-3) eV, where it increases with increasing impurity ratios where its highest values in the 
energy band (1.4-2.25) eV reach its highest value at the impurity rate (4%) The reason for this is 
that the impurity atoms helped in the formation of the positional levels that help to increases the 
absorbance and thus increasing the absorption coefficient because the proportion between them is 
directly proportional according to the formula (1). 
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Figure (3) Transmittance spectra for (a-As2Te3) thin film at different doping by Ag
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It has been calculated the direct energy optical gap from formula (2) and since the value of (α) is 
greater than or equal to (α≥10-4cm-1) for all the films, so the value of (r) in the formula (2) is the 

(
�

�
)  to the direct allowed transition . 

The value of the energy gap Eg from the graph formula between the incident energy photon (hv) 
on the x-axis and (αhv)^2 on the y-axis was defined and stretches from the curve on the straight 
line. The effect would go through the x-axis (hv) at a point where the direct optical energy gap for 
this film is represented ,Figure(5-a) and table(2) represent the energy gap for the pure film  not 
similar to this author[24]  because the thickness of the film is varies , Figure 5(b, c, d) and on table 
(2)represents the value of the impurity film energy gap showing that (Eg) decreases as the impurity 
ratio of the values increasing  (2,3,4) per cent. , and we can clarify this decrease with the enter of 
the positive (Ag+2) to the crystal structure for the telluride (Te-2) element which generates 
increasing with the number of the positive ions, so, therefore, will generate internal levels inside 
the energy gap causes decreasing in its value [27].it’s possible to clarify the reason for this 
decrease is because of the changing of lattice constant   [28], this result matches the properties 
structure. 
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Figure(4) changes of absorption coefficient with wavelength for a-As2Te3 thin film  at different doping by Ag
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Figur (5-a) shows the energy gap for a-As2Te3 pure film  
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Figure (5-b) shows energy gap for a-As2Te3 film doping by Ag 
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Table (2) energy gap for all the films 

Sample  Energy gap (eV) 
Pure 1.25eV 
2% 1.18eV 
3% 1.15eV 
4% 1.12eV 
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Figure (5-c) shows energy gap for a-As2Te3 film  doping by 3% Ag
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Figure (5-d) shows energy gap for a-As2Te3 film  doping by 4% Ag
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Conclusion 

the x-ray diffraction measurement show that the crystal structure for the pure film is (amorphous), 
and when adding (Ag), the crystal structure transforms into polycrystalline and the prevailing 
direction is (112), the UV-visible measurement shows that the absorbance of the pure film increase 
when to add impurities of the (Ag) and the absorption coefficient has value was (α≥10-4cm-1) 
which refer it has allowed direct energy gap.  
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